newlook 10.1

The most advanced design environment
IBM i has ever seen

“

“

Our latest development environment provides an unparalleled design experience for IBM i.
We have focused on making it easier than ever to create high quality applications for everyone
from smartphone users to desktop power users.
- Brendan Kay, CEO of looksoftware.
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“It is immediately obvious that a lot of thought and effort went into newlook V10. Enhancements
like multiple mobile device and custom form sizes, tight integration with RPG Open Access,
and the improvements to the flow and workspace area will make modernizing applications even
easier. Congratulations to looksoftware for making a great product even better.”
- Travis Riggins, CEO, TSR400
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newlook version 10.1 – An introduction
newlook version 10.1 provides a significant number of enhancements
that make designing and developing state-of-the-art IBM i applications a
more seamless experience. The core principles forming the foundation of
this release:
Simplicity.
Through newlook’s advanced designer tools, it’s now easier to do a better job when designing forms.
The experience of developing is more intuitive and common layout tasks have become simpler.

Productivity.
Everything in newlook version 10.1 is tightly integrated and geared towards finishing projects more quickly
and easily than before. You can develop for rich clients, mobile devices, browsers, RPG Open Access and
non-OA, all from the same designer.

Satisfaction.
We have made the Designer easier, provided more task-related feedback, and made it even more fun to
work with. Many of the common developer tasks are simply a mouse click away.

Advanced design tools
State-of-the-art designer makes sophisticated form layout and
advanced graphical development a breeze.
newlook version 10.1 is not only intelligent, yet even easier to use with added enhancements. Through
automated smart-guides, rulers and enhanced toolbars, it anticipates what a developer is working on
and helps with the process of designing forms. Further additions such as the hints system will make
suggestions to help guide a developer intuitively through the design and layout process.
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newlook version 10.1 highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support for Open Display File technology and forms
Enhancements for looksoftware’s openlook enabled applications
General stability and performance improvements plus the earlier version 10 features such as;
Control palette to support new controls, features and integration
Intelligent rulers to produce perfect layout with in-built designer hints
Control painter to make it simple to apply identical properties to multiple controls
In-place editing to enable changes exactly where you see them with single-click browser preview
Designer zooming to make design consistent across all screen sizes
Extended workspace to allow easy design enhancement of busy screens
Device form size support to make designing for mobile devices a breeze

New to version 10.1 – Open Display Files
The latest release of our IDE, Version 10.1, introduces Open Display Files. This breakthrough functionality
solves the limitations of RPG by replacing restrictive DDS with an open-standards based XML format.
Open Display Files enable delivery of web, mobile, rich desktop, cloud services and other modern
technology requirements for today and the future, while maintaining core support for existing RPG skills
and source code.

Highlights include:
•
•
•
•

RPG supported across the entire solution, allowing interaction between the interface and RPG code
Built in accordance with the Open Access Metadata Open Standard supported by IBM
Open Display Files (OpenDSPF) incorporate a single coherent development environment
Supports multiple clients types from green screen, mobile, browser clients, rich desktop, web services
and more

Open Display Files (OpenDSPF)
incorporate a single coherent
development environment
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newlook version 10.1 overview
New toolbars – access to extensive functionality at the of a mouse-click

The rulers and smart-guides enable
automated & intuitive layout of
elements

Creating a graphical interface to your existing host
records is as simple as dragging a host database
field onto your form

Improved properties sheet make it easier to find
and work with design elements
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Enhanced mobile & browser development
True multi-interface development from a single, unified and integrated designer.
Enhanced support for smartphones, tablets & browser delivery make it easier than ever to deliver high
quality mobile solutions. Built-in device support for popular browsers, tablets and smartphones, including
Apple iPhone, iPad and Android devices makes multi-channel development effortless.
Templates are provided that help with general layout tasks and styling, such as fonts, colors & spacing. Not
only is this productive, it shields developers from having to learn & maintain HTML5 and CSS3 code.

Highlights:
• Preset form sizes for popular devices including Apple iPhone, iPad, Android Phones and Tablets
• Toolbar enhancements to test deployment with lookserver with one-click
• Enhanced support for HTML5/CSS3

Preset device layouts for popular mobile devices

Mobile device preview
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Achieve the Impossible with
RPG Open Access
RPG Open Access is now completely integrated into the core development suite with seamless switching
between OA and non-OA applications. All new enhancements are leveraged within OA development too.
RPG developers can take full advantage of all the features in Version 10.1, and can even control the
behavior and layout from the RPG code itself. If the source is not available, it’s not a problem since
newlook can work with the underlying 5250 data-stream seamlessly.

Highlights:
• Develop for both RPG OA and non-OA from within a single unified designer
• All new advanced features available to RPG OA developers
• Full support for rich, browser interfaces and mobile devices

Enhanced design surface available for OA and non-OA development
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Founded in 1995, looksoftware is a leader in modernization of IBM i applications. The company offers
a wide range of products and services designed to assist IBM i customers leverage their existing IBM i
solutions to better solve their business problems.
For more information visit: www.looksoftware.com
We invite you to request a free assessment of your application

Visit http://go.looksoftware/assessment

@looksoftware | www.looksoftware.com

